INTRODUCTION
Recently some very interesting and especially unexpected results in complexity theory answered questions which have been unsolved for a long time such as the collapse of the Logarithmic Alternation Hierarchy [8, 7] , the collapse of the Logarithmic Oracle Hierarchy [11] , and most of all the closure of nondeterministic space classes under complémentation [6, 14] . In this area, too, falls the surprising result by Borodin et al that even LOG(CFL\ the closure of the context-free languages under logarithmic space bounded manyone réductions, is closed under complémentation [1] . This class has been introduced and investigated by Sudborough [13] and can be interpreted as an extension of NSPACE(log n). Obviously, Borodin et al. ' 
s result means:
A Sf PDA pt = AUf PDA pt = LOG(CFL\ where A Sf PDA (resp., A Uf PDA) dénotes the class of languages acceptable by A 2f-(resp., A ü^-machines with additional pushdown store andpt means restriction to polynomial time. An ^4Xf-(resp., A lijf)-machine is a logarithmic space bounded alternating Turing machine which starts in an existential (resp., universal) configuration and alternâtes at most k -l times during each computation (cf. [3] ). Note that a language L is in the fc-th level of the Logarithmic Alternation Hierarchy Aü,f if and only if there is an A Xjf-machine accepting L. Now, knowing that the Logarithmic Alternation Hierarchy {AHf, AHf \k^0] collapses at its first level [6] one wonders if with the result of [1] an analogously defined alternating auxiliary pushdown hierarchy {AT,fPDA pV AUf PDA pt \k^0} (in the following called the "AY*PDA ptHierarchy") collapses at its first level, too. This does not seem to be the case, since we can show that this would imply NP= P = LOG(CFL\ because logarithmic space bounded alternating auxiliary pushdown automata which are restricted to polynomial time and a fixed number of alternations during computations exactly characterize the Polynomial Hierarchy { Sf, nf | k ^ 0 } (cf. [12] ). In particular, we show: which means that the fe-th level of the Polynomial Hierarchy is just the /c-hlst level of the A Y? PLU pr Hierarchy.
This result not only yields another characterization of the Polynomial Hierarchy besides the three well-known characterizations by bounded itéra-tion of nondeterministic polynomial time Turing réductions, bounded quantification of P-predicates, and alternation bounded polynomial time machines, but also shows that with one additional alternation the working tape of the latter machines can be restricted to logarithmic space plus a pushdown store.
Furthermore, it is proven that PSPACE = Al l fPDA pt (the subscript GO denoting unbounded alternation). Since PSPACE -AP [3] this shows that alternating polynomial time machines accept the same languages if their working tape is restricted to logarithmic space plus a pushdown store. Note that this question for machines without alternation P = ? DAPDA(\ogn) pt ( = LOG(DCFL) [13] ) is still open. Since EXPTIME equals AY%PDA [9] , this result further sheds some new light on the relationship between PSPACE and EXPTIME which is known to be APSPACE, the class of languages recognized by alternating polynomial space bounded machines [3] , The différ-ence between these two classes can now be stated as the différence between logarithmic space bounded alternating auxiliary pushdown automata with a polynomial time bound and those without such a time bound.
Finally, we show that both results generalize to arbitrary space-constructible bounds.
THE A Y* PD A pt HIERARCHY
We assume the reader to be familiar with the standard notation and results of complexity theory in [5] . In addition, we dénote the complement of a language L by Co -L and for a class of languages sé we define { \ } In what follows we first define the ^ S^PZ) 4 pr Hierarchy. As outlined in the introduction this hierarchy is defined in terms of simultaneously polynomial time and logarithmic space bounded alternating auxiliary pushdown automata. To our knowledge there has not yet been an investigation of auxiliary pushdown automata which are both time bounded and alternating. The concept of,an (nondeterministic, resp., deterministic) auxiliary pushdown automaton (with arbitrary space bound and without any time bound) was introduced and investigated in [2] , In [13] investigations of logarithmic space bounded auxiliary pushdown automata which are restricted to a polynomial time bound followed. There it was shown that the class of languages which are recognized by nondeterministic (resp., deterministic) such automata coincides with the closure of the context-free languages (resp., deterministic context-free languages) under logarithmic space réductions: n) pt = LOG(CFL) [13] , DAPDA(\og n) pt = LOG(DCFL) [13] .
On the other hand, alternating pushdown automata were introduced and investigated in [3] and their auxiliary versions (without a time bound) in [9] , For the définition of alterning S(n)-space bounded auxiliary pushdown automata and the family of languages which are accepted by them (ALT-AUX-PDA(S(n))) we refer to [9; Sect. 3] or [10] .
For given monotone 5(n)^logn, T(ri)^>n let Al?J n) pda T{n) dénote an S(n)-space bounded T(rc)-time bounded alternating auxiliary pushdown automaton and AY%pda pt any such machine which satisfies S(n) = O(log n) and Obviously, the ,4 E*^ P£M pt -Hierarchy shares the structure of the Logarithmic Alternation Hierarchy. It holds for ail fe^O:
Note that obviously NSPACE (log n)g^Zf PDA pt for ail fe^l, and note that the relationship between the base level of our hierarchy DAPDA (log n) pt and NSPACE (log n) is still unsolved. None of the two classes is known to contain the other and no language to separate them has been found yet.
Since an A Sf pda pt is just a nondeterministic polynomial time bounded log n-space bounded auxiliary pushdown automaton, it holds for the first level of our hierarchy (cf [13] [12] {£f, nf |/c^0} jumping over the base level l>o=P. Thus it seems that to the ,41^ PD ^-Hierarchy the usual collapse arguments cannot be applied all the way down to the first level. Hence we have a much stronger result than just the inclusion of the fe-th level of the Logarithmic Alternation Hierarchy in the fc-th level of the AYfPDA ptHierarchy which is obvious since an A^Lfpda pt is nothing but an A Uf -machine with additional pushdown store.
THE MAIN RESULT
We are going to prove first that the 41^ PD ^-Hierarchy essentially coincides with the Polynomial Hierarchy. This is done by showing each inclusion separately. We use two lemmata. LEMMA (resp., B k n 3DNFGAi:f +l PDA pt ) for odd (resp., even) k.
Let k be odd. We will come up with an Al l f +1 pda pt M that recognizes 5 k O3 CNF.
On input w M first checks if w is an encoding of a boolean formula in 3 CNF with variable séquences X 1 to X k . Obviously, this can be done deterministically in log-space and hence in polynomial time. If w is the encoding of a formula F(X ly . . ., X k ) M has to accept iff 3X l \fX 2 * . . 3X k : F(X U . . ., X k )=l. Now M does the following: For i= 1 to k M guesses an assignment for X t (universally, if i even, and existentially, if i odd) and stores it (and the variable) in the pushdown, thereby separating one entry from the other by using a séparation symbol $. (The pushdown will now contain for any X t a séquence like the following:
As k is odd X k is stored existentially. And since any variable symbol x &j occurs exactly once on the pushdown for this linear time suffices. Now M alternâtes and universally guesses a clause in F and checks for all variables in the pushdown store (one after the other) -thereby emptying the pushdown store -if it or its négation is contained in that clause and if its assignment satisfies that clause. If one of the variables satisfies the clause M accepts otherwise M rejects. As M opérâtes universally all clauses are checked and M accepts iff F(X l9 . . ., X k ) is satisfied. Checking one clause to be satisfied requires at most linear time as in any clause there are only 3 variables and M only has to empty the pushdown. Thus the total amount of time used by M is polynomial. As the assignment to X l9 . . ., X k was generated alternating existentially and universally M accepts iff 3 X x V X 2 . . . 3 X k : F(X l9 . . ., X k ) = l thereby using exactly k alternations.
The proof for even k and B k O 3 DNF is similar. In this case the variables and their assignments are stored by M as described above, but since k is even, now X k is stored universally and with one additional alternation M can check (existentially) if there is one clause that can be satisfied which suffices to check whether the entire 3DATF-formula is satisfied.
• Remark: By considering the case NP=Zf -AlLf PDA pt as an example of the idea of the proof, it becomes evident in what way the space used by a polymial time bounded machine is equivalent to a (polynomial space bounded) pushdown store plus one alternation. An NP-machine which recognizes SATD3CNF, the set of all satisfiable formulas in conjunctive normal form with at most three literals per clause, guesses an assignment to the variables onto its tape and then checks for all clauses -one after the other -whether they are all satisfied, thereby using the information stored on its tape more often thanjust once.
In contrast, an A2,fpda pt guesses an assignment to the variables onto its pushdown store and then -since reading erases the information stored on the pushdown and the information therefore can be used only once -the automaton checks by alternating, i. e., by using its universal guessing mechanism, whether they are all satisfied.
With Lemma 3.1 and 3, 3 our main theorem is now immédiate, The tö-jump of the Polynomial Hierarchy is PSPACE, since 00 B (ù n3CNF={JB k r)3CNF is log-space complete for this class [12] . The k following theorem shows that even this set can be recognized by simultaneously polynomial time and log-space bounded alternating auxiliary pushdown automata, granted unlimited alternation.
As is well known, alternating polynomial time equals polynomial space: ) . This implies that the assignment for the variables X l9 . . ., X k can be pushed onto the pushdown store using k -1 alternations, and with one more alternation it can be verified that ail clauses are satisfied by the technique described in Lemma 3.3. Hence B n f) 3 CNF can be accepted by an AJlfpda pr A Note that with results of Ladner, Lipton, and Stockmeyer [10] we know that for logarithmic space bounded alternating auxiliary pushdown automata without a time bound there is no hierarchy above the second level:
[10], = AUf PDA = AUf +i PDA = PSPACE for all k^2 [10] .
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Thus Theorem 3.6 shows that auxiliary pushdown automata with unbounded alternation but polynomial time constraint are equivalent to those with one (starting with an existential configuration) or more alternations but without any time bound. Hence there is a trade-off between the number of alternations and the time those machines are allowed to use. Note that without any restrictions on both the number of alternations and the time bound Ladner, Lipton, and Stockmeyer obtained ALf PDA = EKVYIME [9, 10] .
Further investigations show that the results obtained hère for logarithmic space and polynomial time bounds (Theorem 3.4 and 3.6) generalize to arbitrary space-constructible bounds.
For given monotone S(n)^logn and all k^l let A2 k TIME(c s(rt) ) (ATIME (c s (ll) )) dénote the class of all languages that can be accepted by alternating c s (n) -time bounded Turing machines with k -1 alternations only (with unbounded alternation).
Then it hoîds for space-constructible 5(n)^log n:
PDA c s(n ) = ATIME(c 5(n) ). But with Lemma 3.1 we now obtain B M eIlf-19 and consequently
(NTIME c s(n) () dénotes the nondeterministic réduction mentioned above).
This complètes the proof of the left-to-right inclusion of (i). . M' is S (n) space bounded and thus it can control that the length of any configuration it pushes onto the pushdown does not exceed k * c s in \ With the same space bound M' can count from 1 to c s{n) thus making sure that exactly c s (n) configurations are pushed onto the pushdown.
In order to verify that a séquence of c s(n) configurations-each of them of iength at most k' c S{n) -is a légal computation of M the machine M' guesses in universal mode a number x between 0 and c S(n) to détermine a configuration, and a number y between 0 and k-c S(n) to détermine a tape cell on M's worktape. Then M' first pops x -1 configurations from the pushdown and then it pops the contents of the first y -1 tape cells óf configuration x, reads the symbol in cell y, and compares it with the content of cell y in configuration x-f-1. If these two symbols are identical M' accepts. If M's read-write head is positioned on cell y M' vérifies that the différence between the two configurations corresponds to a légal move of M. Since M' is in universal mode when checking the séquence of configurations M' guesses all combinations of x and y and can accept only if the entire séquence is a légal computation of M.
For séquences of configurations that are guessed in universal mode M' may accept if the séquence does not correspond to a légal computation since the universal guessing mechanism guarantees that (on some other path of M"s computation) there are also legal cömputations of M stored in the pushdown. Now M' guesses existentially whether the séquence on top of the push-down is a legal computation of M or not. For illégal cömputations M' guesses a configuration x on the pushdown and accepts if M can not reach this configuration in one step from configuration x + 1. For legal séquences M' continues the simulation of M.
Having checked k -1 séquences the program constructs the /e-th séquence such that the final configuration is accepting if k is odd and rejecting if k is even. For k odd the correctness of the séquence (i. e., the reachability of an accepting configuration) is verified as above. For k even the final séquence (ending in a rejecting state) is constructed universally. Now M' accepts if it can verify (by existentially guessing two configurations that do not correspond to a légal move of M) that all those séquences ending in a rejecting state are illégal computations of M. Consequently all légal séquences of M must have ended in an accepting configuration.
Since M' has checked all séquences to be legal computations of M it accepts if and only if these séquences correspond to an accepting computation of M. Hence M' accepts if and only if M accepts.
This complètes the proof of (i).
(ii) A 1 Ll in) PDA c s( n ) = ATlME(c S{n) ) can be shown analogously.
• Note that ATIME (c S(n) ) equals DSPACE (c S(n) ) [3] . 4 . DISCUSSION As shown by Borodin et al [1] there are many ways to define hiérarchies based on LOG(CFL) which collapse to this class. We have shown a way to define a hierarchy based on LOG(CFL) (or rather LOG(DCFL)) that collapses to LOG(CFL) if and only if NP =P=LO G (CFL), which is widely conjectured to be false. This hierarchy, moreover, essentially coincides with the Polynomial Hierarchy for which thus another characterization by simultaneously logarithmic space and polynomial time bounded alternating auxiliary pushdown automata has been obtained.
By taking a closer look at the proof s of Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 it can be seen that even a further characterization of the Polynomial Hierarchy and PSPACE can be obtained, namely by simultaneously logarithmic space and polynomial time bounded alternating auxiliary checking stack automata (for non-alternating versions cf. [4] ) which alternate at most fc -1 times during each computation (A"Lf CSA pt ). It holds T,f = AI>fCSA pV for all fc^l. The left to right inclusion holds since for odd k B k f\ 3 CNF (resp., B k C\3DNF for even k) can be recognized by a k -1 alternation bounded checking stack automaton which checks the satisfiability of all the clauses contained in the given 3 CNF formula by reading the information stored on its stack again for each clause instead of using a further alternation. The other inclusion is obvious since the Polynomial Hierarchy can be characterized by alternating polynomial time bounded Turing machines [3] , Note that alternating checking stack automata with the above space and time bounds and without a bound on the alternation depth again characterize PSPACE, Le.,
